
A Prime Numbers Generator

We give additional examples of generators. The first one produces all
prime numbers, one by one. The algorithm that we will use for that is
seive, which works as follows:

I Maintain a list of all elements from 2 to n (input to the
algorithm).

I 2 is prime

I Repeatedly mark every number that is divided by some
previously found prime, as composite.

See Wikipedia
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sieve_of_Eratosthenes


A Prime Numbers Generator

With generators, we can easily implement an infinite version of the
sieve.

def primes ():

""" a generator for all prime numbers """

prime_set = set()

n = 2

while True:

isPrime = True

for p in prime_set:

if n % p == 0:

isPrime = False

break # get out of inner loop only

if isPrime:

prime_set.add(n)

yield n

n += 1

This generator of primes employs the simplest possible sieve.

Remark: Instead of implementing prime set as a set, we could have
used a list.
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A Prime Numbers Generator: Execution Example
>>> prim = primes ()

>>> for i in range (8):

next(prim)
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>>> for i in range (8):

next(prim)
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>>> type(prim)
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A Permutations Generator

The following generator∗ produces all permutations of a given (finite)
set of elements. The elements should be given in an indexable object
(e.g. list, tuple, or string)

def permutations(elements ):

if len(elements) <=1:

yield elements

else:

for perm in permutations(elements [1:]):# all except 1st

for i in range(len(elements )):# location to insert 1st elem

yield perm[:i] + elements [0:1] + perm[i:]

It allows one to produce all permutations, one by one, without
generating or storing all of them at the same time.

∗Slight modification of code from code.activestate.com/recipes/252178/
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http://code.activestate.com/recipes/252178/


A Permutations Generator: Execution Example
Let us run this on a few short strings

>>> a = permutations("mit")

>>> while True:

try:

next(a)

except StopIteration: # a is exhausted

break

’mit’

’imt’

’itm’

’mti’

’tmi’

’tim’

Alternatively, if we know the size is under control

>>> a = permutations("mit")

>>> list(a)

[’mit’, ’imt’, ’itm’, ’mti’, ’tmi’, ’tim’]

>>> a = permutations("") # the empty string

>>> list(a)

[’’]
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Anything We Can Do, Pyhton can Do Better
Current versions of Python feature the itertools package, which
contain functions creating iterators for efficient looping of various
types: Cartesian products, permutations, combinations with
repetitions and without repetitions, and much more
>> import itertools

>>> a = itertools.permutations ([1 ,2 ,3])

>>> list(a)

[(1, 2, 3), (1, 3, 2), (2, 1, 3), (2, 3, 1), (3, 1, 2), (3, 2, 1)]

>>> a = itertools.permutations("mit")

>>> next(a)

(’m’, ’i’, ’t’)

>>> next(a)

(’m’, ’t’, ’i’)

Note that the output of itertools.permutations is given in a
different format than our previous permutation generator.
>>> a = itertools.permutations ([1,2,3],r=2)

# combinations of 2 elements w/o repetitions

>>> list(a)

[(1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 1), (2, 3), (3, 1), (3, 2)]
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Limitations of infinite generators

Given a possibly infinite iterator:

I Write a generator function that generates the reverse sequence.

I Write a generator function that generates only the elements that
appear more than once in the original sequence.

Can’t be done!
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Limitations of infinite generators

More generally, the property that we need is “finite delay”:

I The time it takes to generate each single item of the generated
sequence is finite.

One may also talk about polynomial delay, constant delay, linear
delay etc.
Note that finite (and even constant) delay holds for merge: to
generate each item of the output sequence, we only need one step in
either of the input sequences.
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Iterators and generators: conclusions

I Iterable: A collection that allows iteration.

I Iterator: An object that performs the access to the iterable’s
elements

I Generator: a particular type of iterator that generates the
elements “on-the-fly”

I Generator Function: a generator whose elements are defined via
a function with a “yield” expression.

Iterators in general provide abstraction of access. Generators take
this abstraction further in that they do not require materialization of
elements, thus allows infinite collections.

Generator functions must guarantee finite delay between yields.
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